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Winters Blames Bartlett For ‘Delay’

$34 MILLION SHIFT SET

Warren Calling Probe

WASHINGTON, D.C. (AP) - Judge Warren O. Evans, who is a key figure in the Senate investigation of the Watergate scandal, announced Friday that he has begun preparations for the probe. He said he would hold a hearing on Monday.

The move comes in response to the Senate’s decision to suspend the investigation and the appointment of a special prosecutor to look into the matter.

Judge Evans, who is a member of the Senate’s Watergate Committee, said he would hold his first hearing on Monday.

The president has beenforced to remain in Washington, D.C., because he is on the verge of losing his legal rights after he refused to give evidence under oath.

City Widow Fights Tears At Ceremony

Two Youths To Join Trio On Death Row

RICHARD, Germany (AP) - Two youths were sentenced to death by a German court Friday.

In one case, the youths were convicted of murder and sentenced to death.

In the other case, the youths were convicted of armed robbery and sentenced to life imprisonment.

Inside News

George Stick, president of the state farmers’ union, says the state’s farmers “are working very well” despite the recent drought.

The Oklahoma Journal readers...

A.J. Pate wins the state position for the Indianola Pd.

Oklahoma Bar Association considered “the best of the best” in 1970.

The Paper That Tells Both Sides

SUNDAY EDI

A Jaded Joger In Town

PUBLISHED BY THE OKLAHOMA JOURNAL

Our top editors reject the death penalty.

The Oklahoma Journal is a member of the Oklahoma Bar Association.

Joggers, Past and Present

A view of the courthouse in Oklahoma City, where the trial of Richard C. Hahn, the former Oklahoma governor, was held.

Just Before Jericho

Just before Jericho, the Oklahoma Journal was there, taking pictures of the action and capturing every detail. The pictures tell the story of the struggle.

Destruction Derby Just Part Of Job

By JERRY PRICE

Another leading in the Urban Renewal plan takes the day at Bradley & Oklahoma. His name is Bob McKee, a former Oklahoma City police chief.

His task is to oversee the wrecking of old buildings and streets, which will be demolished to make way for new developments.

Meanwhile, a group of residents is trying to save some of the older buildings in the area.

The group hopes to restore some of the old buildings to their original condition.

Meanwhile, the Federal Housing Administration has approved a $2 million loan to help finance the project.

In the meantime, the group is working to preserve as much of the old Oklahoma City as possible.

The group is working with the city to preserve as much of the old Oklahoma City as possible.
Audience Has Hissing Fun

By JERRY FROST

The Oklahoma State Fair has presented its annual rip-roaring Robert E. Howard's world of Bash Street Comics.

Howard's characters interact in a comic strip format, with Howard himself appearing as a recurring character. The comic strip features a variety of scenes, including those involving a plane thief who has been feared dead but is now reported to be alive.

62 State Students Win Essay Contest

The Oklahoma State Fair has announced the winners of its annual essay contest. Sixty-two students from across the state have been awarded for their essays on various themes, including the impact of technology on society.

Barbara Points Out Krist As Kidnapper

A letter to the editor in the Oklahoma State Fair's newspaper has pointed out that Krist, a popular character from Bash Street Comics, has been shown to be a kidnapper.

Berkeley Students Charge They Were Beaten In Jail

A group of Berkeley students has filed a lawsuit against the city of Berkeley, accusing it of beatings in jail. The students claim that they were beaten by police officers who were responding to a disturbance.

Dillard's Warehouse Close-Out

Dillard's is offering a warehouse close-out, allowing customers to save up to 50% on a variety of items. The sale includes furniture, mattresses, and more.

SyB

SyB is promoting an event on May 25th, from 1:30 to 5:30 p.m., encouraging people to bring the whole family.

Bonanza

Bonanza is hosting an event on May 25th, offering free door prizes, including western boots, western hats, Frankoma pottery, and western art.

Stock Yards Bank

Stock Yards Bank is offering various promotions and services, including loans for vehicles and mobile homes, and home equity loans.
Indian Graduate Assistant Will Receive OSU Honors

Lawton Police Jail Teenagers

Counselor's Performance Scored in the Top 10.0% in the State

SUMMER SAVINGS

APPRECIATION DAY! DOUBLE S&H GREEN STAMPS
MONDAY ONLY!

Murray Ohio Riding Lawn Mower
88.00 Murray Ohio Self Propelled Mower
48.85 9 pc. Flint Stainless Cookware set.

HOUSEWARES

CHINA, GLASSWARE

NOTION'S

SMALL APPLIANCES

APPLIANCES

CARPET, DRAPERIES

FURNITURE

MEN'S WEAR

BOYS WEAR

LINENS

GIRL'S INFANT'S WEAR

TOYS

COTTON SHEETS

LINEN SHEETS

SMALL APPLIANCES

FABRICS, ART NEEDLEWORK

LINGERIE, FOUNDATIONS

WOMEN'S ACCESSORIES 1ST FLOOR

4.99 Fibranne Rayon Sateen, 34 in. yd.
1.99 "Serano" Rayon Cotton, 45 in. yd.

5.00 Lace Mantillas, Assorted
5.00-10.00 Sportswear, Pants, Shirts, Skirts
3.00-4.00 Fabric Gloves, Selected Group
49.99 Rayon Pajama Briefs, Elastic Leg
3.00 Terry Scottfs Washable, Assorted
2.99

PHILLIPS

7 PC. GROUPING

99.99, NOW

$88

Includes 7 pc. window set, 37" log armoire, queen-size bed, 3 nightstands, 1 bedspread, draperies and lamp. May be yours for only $88.99. California redwood makes the scene! Beautiful outdoor furniture.

REDUCED THRU SATURDAY

PENNY'S SHEPHERD MALL, your complete "one-stop" department store

Relax and Enjoy The Summer In The Tete-A-Tete

Reg. 397... Now Only

$57

Keep the summertime spirit in the air! Relax in the comfort and style of the Tete-A-Tete. It's the perfect accessory for any outdoor setting. Visit your local Penney's Shepherd Mall today and enjoy the range of options available. Delivery available to your door.

Use Penny's Time Payment!

From delivery in your home to your door.
Moon Will Never
Seem The Same

Old Grads Gather
For OSU Reunion

TOM JONES ALBUMS
FANTASTIC SAVINGS ON THE #1 MALE VOCALIST TODAY! OUR ENTIRE INVENTORY OF THIS SWINGING SOUL SOUND ON SPECIAL — IN STEREO FOR ONLY
$8.88
THREE STEREO ALBUMS
SAVE NOW DURING THIS FABULOUS STEREO SALE!
8-TRACK CARTRIDGES
$2.99 & $3.99
SERIALLY NUMBERED ARTISTS AS DEAN MARTIN, LIZA MINNELLI, NAT KING COLE. WESTERN ARTISTS WE CAN SAVE YOU MORE ON MUSIC!
Student Leader Claims Police Shot 'Pleading Youth' In Head

Apollo 11 Crew Practices

FIDELITY

breaks the service charge barrier!
CHECK 3-2-1 FIDELITY'S EXCLUSIVE PLAN FOR
FREE PERSONAL CHECKING
COMING IN AND SEE FOR YOURSELF HOW 3-2-1 LETS YOU CHECK WITH NO SERVICE CHARGE!

FIDELITY NATIONAL BANK
AND TRUST COMPANY

4 BIG DAYS
PRIME TIRE CENTER
1432 W. RENO
MAY 26th THRU 29th

MEMORIAL DAY TIRE SALE
Pennsylvania Treadmark Commons
Size
Sale Price
Five Sets
5655
521.00
79.95
31.60
99.95
35.00

NOT SECONDS, SPECIALS OR FACTORY CLOSEOUTS
BETTER THAN ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT TIRES

PLUS TURNPIKE TERRITORY'S FAMOUS HIGH PERFORMANCE CAT FAMILY
Price
185
205
225
245
195
215
235
255

PRIME TIRE CENTER
1832 WEST RENO ST.
PHONE 235-2506

Foyt Wrests 500 Pole Position

Astros Top Mets, Gain 7th In Row

Foster Retains Crown On 4th-Round Flurry

Omaha Rips 89ers

AUSSIE NABS 2-SHOT LEAD

Orioles Net 2-1 Victory

Philps Pound Braves, 8-3
‘He’s My Friend! And My Brother, Too’

Twins Stop Yanks; Chisox Halt Bosox

Melton’s Slam Ends Win Streak

Cubs, Banks Trim Padres

Pilots Down Tribe, 4-2

LA Tops Redbirds

Giants Blast Pirates, 5-2

Royals Top Solons, 5-4

Stantonis Pitches No-Hitter

White Takes SW Golf Lead

Kaat Pitches 5-Hitter, 2-1

Wright Ahead In Ladies Golf

LoMeso’s Results

Phillips Gain District Finals

Huge Field Expected For Wichita Falls Golf
Camp Or Maxwell To Hurl OSU Playoff Opener

B. HENDY DEFFEN

Camp Or Maxwell will hurl Oklahoma State at 12:30 this afternoon in a 2-1-1 game between the Big Eight conference champs and the Big Nine champs. The game is being played at the L. W. Roberson Field at Stillwater with Jimmie Jones, former Oklahoma State coach and present Oklahoma State of Illinois, serving as umpire.

The Big Eight - who have won the Big Eight the last three years - come in with a 6-1-1 record for the season. The Big Nine, under the guidance of Bill Maxwell, have a 1-0-0 record for the season.

JIMMY JONES IS CHARGED with the task of handling the umpiring at the L. W. Roberson Field at Stillwater. He is an experienced umpire and has handled the Big Eight games in the past.

Big White Bass Tops

Colored Lights Lend Dramatic Effect

Caverns Popular Spot

Home Town Whoops It Up For Joe Namath

BRICKHOUSE, N.Y. (AP) - Crowds were missing in the Big House today as Joe Namath's father and mother threw a party for their son, center of the New York Jets, at the house where he grew up.

Namath, who is the subject of a new book, "The Young Joe Namath," was surrounded by family and friends as they celebrated his 21st birthday.

7 Tournaments Set This Week

Some of the best tennis players in the world will be on hand this week for the U.S. Open, which will be held in Forest Hills, N.Y.

The tournament starts on Monday and runs through the weekend.

Bob Harrington

"The Chaplain of Bourbon Street"

CRUSADE

Sponsored by Capital Hill Baptist Church

2531 S. HARVEY

Hugh Bumpas, Pastor

MAY 25 6:40 P.M. THROUGH JUNE 1

SERVICES NIGHTLY 7:30 P.M.


Published by Doubleday

"The Chaplain of Bourbon Street."

PRICE $4.95
Editorials

All Hell Would Break Loose

In a speech before the American Cancer Society, President Lyndon B. Johnson said, "The war against cancer is one of the most important and urgent tasks facing our nation."

However, the war against cancer is a battle against the very fabric of our society. The more we lose, the more we need to fight. The battle is not just against the disease, but against the hopelessness that comes with it.

The people of Oklahoma have been hit hard by cancer. The latest figures show that one in four Oklahomans will be diagnosed with cancer in their lifetime. But the battle is not over. We must continue to fight.

The PEOPLE'S Voice

Jurisdiction

The Oklahoma State Board of Education voted unanimously to adopt a new set of standards for state schools. The new standards are designed to prepare students for college and careers.

Bob Considine

Cleanliness Comes First

Governor Bartlett's statement that "All Oklahomans are equal" is a stepping stone towards equality. But true equality means more than just saying words. It means taking action.

Frank Mankiewicz And Tom Braden

A Turn Toward Peace

We write to express our deep concern over the current state of our country. The world is watching us, and we must lead by example. We call on all Oklahomans to work together towards a better future.

Billy Graham

Math "In 23" or "In 32"?

The Oklahoma Board of Education has approved a new math program for all grade levels. The program is designed to help students better understand math concepts.

Washington Merry-Go-Round

Democrats Riled At Justice Probe

President Johnson has appointed a special counsel to investigate allegations of wrongdoing by Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy. The probe has sparked controversy among Democratic Party leaders.

Governor Bartlett Is 'Man To Beat' - AP Wire Photo

Oklahoma Governor George N. Barlett has announced his candidacy for re-election. He has been a strong leader and is expected to win a second term.

Apollo Crew

Just Human

The Apollo 11 crew has returned safely from their historic journey to the moon. Their bravery and determination are an inspiration to all of us.

All Praying For Safe Splashdown

Worrying Not Over For Apollo Wives

The wives of the Apollo 11 crew are still waiting for their husbands to return. They are praying for their safety and are concerned about their well-being.

Readers Debate Okie Issue

The Oklahoma Journal is open to debate on any issue. We encourage our readers to share their thoughts and opinions.
15 DAYS IN EUROPE FOR $498

seven European countries, including all air, ground and water transportation, hotels, sight seeing tours, and two meals a day...for $498 per person...all chargeable
to your account.

Yes, another travel bargain offered Oklahomans exclusively by Liberty BankAmericard and CIC Travel Service. Fifteen days and seven European countries...all the unforgettable low price of $498 per person. And all chargeable to your Liberty BankAmericard account.

The price includes round trip air transportation from Oklahoma City leaving the evening of July 28. You arrive in London...and visit such delightful European cities as Paris, Grenoble, Nice, the Principality of Monaco, Milan, Interlaken, Switzerland, Cologne and Amsterdam...before returning from Amsterdam, August 12. This is a special tour...spaces are definitely limited. Interested Liberty BankAmericard holders, and others, should clip and send the coupon below for additional details immediately.

Remember, Liberty BankAmericard takes you to Europe and back...and let's you charge purchases along the way.

4 Others Win
He Collects An Easy $50

Robert Land, 26, Daytona Beach, won $725 this week in the Oklahoma Journal's Social Security Jackpot. He and 10 other winners have $25 each.

The highest weekly winner, 25-year-old Douglas D. Maxwell, of 1210 E. Jackson, collected $725.50 from his Social Security numbers.

Young mastermind sent letters, friend won $745

Maxwell's winning Social Security number was 6-5-76-97-47.

Each week the Journal gives away $50 to the person whose Social Security number matches the numbers in the drawing. The Journal draws Social Security numbers from a list of readers who have paid $5 a year for a chance to win.

Today's Winning Social Security Numbers

$50 Winner: 6-4-76-48-95
$25 Winner: 6-2-76-92-10

$10 Winner: 6-5-76-97-47

$5 Winner: 6-7-76-46-33

Young Job Hunters Finding Going Rough

Dear Kid:

Spelling Champ, Teacher Bound For U.S. Finals

Tammy Ladd, 11, and Florence H. word wizard of the Oklahoma Journal Young Job Hunters Contest, and future teacher bound for the U.S. Finals.

Today's Winning Social Security Numbers

$100 Winner: 6-4-76-48-95
$50 Winner: 6-4-76-92-10
$25 Winner: 6-2-76-92-10
$10 Winner: 6-5-76-97-47
$5 Winner: 6-7-76-46-33

Young Job Hunters Finding Going Rough

Dear Kid:

Spelling Champ, Teacher Bound For U.S. Finals

Tammy Ladd, 11, and Florence H. word wizard of the Oklahoma Journal Young Job Hunters Contest, and future teacher bound for the U.S. Finals.
Largest Class In School's History Graduates Today

OSU Exercise Heralds Apollo 8 Trio

Capital Commerce

Retailers To Air U.S., State Laws

Realtor Week Kicks Off

NOW YOU CAN HAVE A FIDELITY DEFERRED INCOME GOLDEN PASSBOOK ACCOUNT

LOSE UP TO 7 POUNDS IN 7 DAYS

5%

Guaranteed

until Maturity!

Commodities

NOTICE

The Oklahoma Journal

Auto Parts Center

Now Open

707

Roman Health Spa

MIDWEST CITY

936 S.W. 59th St. 1-2311

SOUTH WEST

Lockheed Shopping Center

S.E. 15th & Lockheed

10 A.M. - 7 P.M. MONDAY-

10 P.M. - 7 P.M. SATURDAY

Louisiana State College
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Retailers To Air U.S., State Laws
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Insomnia, Chapter X

Child Has Sleeping Problems, Too

BY ED GARCIA, JR. and DR. EDWARD ROSE

It seems that most mothers are eager to tell of their sleep problems. This is especially true when the baby is still in the nursery. Many mothers are often heard to say, "I wish he would sleep all night long."

Indian Saga Opening Soon At Tahlequah

The Cherokee Nation is planning to open a new museum and cultural center at Tahlequah, the capital of the tribe. The museum will be dedicated to the history and culture of the Cherokee people, and will feature exhibits on Cherokee history, art, and language. The museum is scheduled to open in the fall of this year.

Subsidiary Of IHC Growing Fast

Taco Boy Making Splash In City

Fleming Prize Winners Told of Their Favorite City

Booming Intersection

Busy Intersection Booms With Construction

Veteran Newsman Joins Scales Firm

Real Estate Sales Listed

Job Hunters

Champ

Oil Giants Making Food From Bubbly!
At War With The Military—II
Revolt Moves From Left To The Intellectual Center

Community & Business
State Farmers Scrutinizing Governor Field
Farm People Feel Neglected, Official Says

Young Job Hunters Finding Going Rough

Dear Kid:

Stem Rural Shift, Sooner Urges
Population Losses Cited In 63 Sooner Counties
Insomnia, Chapter X
Child Has Sleeping Problems, Too

by Betty Darin and Dr. Juan Meza

A recent survey conducted by the American Academy of Sleep Medicine has shown that sleep disorders affect a significant number of children. The survey, which was conducted among a sample of 1,000 children aged 3 to 12, found that nearly 20% of them suffered from insomnia or other sleep-related problems. The study also revealed that boys were more likely to be affected than girls. Parents are urged to seek professional help if they notice any signs of sleep disorders in their children.

Capital Commerce

Mayors Proclaim 1969 Realtor Week In Area

Realtor Week Kicks Off

Oklahoma City Mayor

Inland Shipping Boom Girds For 70s

Transportation Revolution Nears Catoosa

by M. Gene Mennino

The construction of a new shipping terminal in Catoosa is expected to boost the area's economy. The new facility, which is scheduled to be completed by the end of the year, will increase the port's capacity by 50%. This will enable the port to handle more cargo and reduce waiting times for ships. The terminal will also create new jobs and attract tourists to the area. The construction of the terminal is estimated to cost $50 million.

Veteran Newsmen

Joins Scales Firm

John Davenport

John Davenport, a retired journalist, has joined the Scales firm as a consultant. Davenport, who has over 30 years of experience in the media industry, will be responsible for developing new business opportunities for the firm. He has been involved in various media projects, including the creation of a new television network. Davenport is known for his expertise in media management and his ability to create successful business ventures. His addition to the Scales firm is expected to bring new insights and opportunities for the company.

GOLDEN PASSBOOK ACCOUNT

...with annual interest at

5%

GUARANTEED UNTIL MATURITY!

COMPOUNDED DAILY

...any period you choose from TWO until TEN years!

CHECK WITH FIDELITY FOR DETAILS

ON THIS NEW, EXCLUSIVE, SPECIAL DEFERRED INCOME GOLDEN PASSBOOK ACCOUNT
### Weekly Wide Line Record Of New York Stocks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ticker</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABC</td>
<td>Apple Corp</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XYZ</td>
<td>Bank Corp</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHI</td>
<td>Google Inc</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>$300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JKL</td>
<td>Amazon</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>$200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Weekly List Of Share Trading On American Exchange

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ticker</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DEF</td>
<td>Disney</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>$150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQR</td>
<td>Pfizer</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>$80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UVW</td>
<td>UPS</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>$40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XYZ</td>
<td>XYZ Corp</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>$30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mutual Funds

- Tech Fund: $100,000
- Value Fund: $200,000
- Growth Fund: $300,000

### New York Exchange

- NYSE Stock Exchange: 1000 shares of Apple Corp at $100 per share
- NASDAQ: 200 shares of Google Inc at $300 per share
At War With The Military—Chapter II

Revolt Moves From Left To Intellectual Center

The opposition in the military is shifting from the left to intellectuals. This has come as a shock to many who were not sure what to expect. But it is also a welcome change, for the intellectuals are more likely to be able to bring about the changes that are needed.

Big 4-H Roundup

Nearing

The Big 4-H Roundup is just around the corner. The participants are excited and ready to show off their skills and their hard work. It's a great event for everyone to come together and enjoy the day.

Tahlequah Students Build Up Eating Spot

The Tahlequah Students have been working hard to build up their eating spot. They have put in a lot of effort and are looking forward to seeing the end result.

Save $50.

Whirlpool

Deluxe No Frost Ice Maker

Dekon Features:

- FREE DELIVERY & INSTALLATION
- Green Acres

Apollo 10 Flight Scheduled Sunday, May 16

Special Price $399 includes freight and installation.

YARD-BIRDS

The Oklahoma Journal

Shaw Takes To Wheels

The Oklahoma Journal is proud to announce the launch of our new Wheels section. It's a great place to find all the latest in the world of transportation. We hope you enjoy.

Fashion Coordination by Elizabeth Walker, Fashion Editor

(Detail by Del Smith) Fashion Accessories Model

Denise Works Wonder

Denise, the Oklahoma 's top fashion model, proves that the fashion world knows how to handle any situation. With her grace and poise, she is sure to be a hit wherever she goes.

Gardening's The Game

Gardening is one of the most relaxing hobbies you can have. It's a great way to get outside and enjoy the beauty of nature. Plus, the fresh air can do wonders for your health.
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Staffer Jean McFadden Looks To Future...

Theatre Director 'Veteran'

By MARIE RUSH

SUMMER THEATRE: The Summer Theatre's production of "The Nervous Breakdown" was the first real tryout for this year's new director, Jean McFadden. The play, a modern comedy, was an attempt to show the community that the theatre could be a force for good in the lives of those who attend. The audience was enthusiastic, and McFadden was pleased with the response.

Mummer's Theater Taking Shape

Divorcée Faces Loneliness

By HELERI RUSSELL

Helen Help Us!

Engagements Announced...

SCHIFF Does The Thing Italian Style

Absolutely Fabulous, this new wave of style is a hit. Remain in Italy just to lead the fashion world. From the formal to the casual, this collection is a must-have.

Summer Hairdo

With a WIG-WIGLET

This season, $15

DOME WIGLET $16 & $12

For years,.COME IN AND SEE THE WORLD'S

BETTER WIGS AT BUTLER'S

Teen Wardrobe

Alice Cooper, Baby, is performed with a wardrobe by William D. McDonald, owner of the shop, as the star. The costume is a wide selection of styles, including suits, shirts, and ties. The shop is located at 102 Main Street.

C&B Clark's

The new fashion trend...

THE VEST DRESSED GIRLS

WIGS "$16.95

WIGS "$16.95

Butler's

for graduation
GEORGE ROARK AND COMPANY REALTORS
FIRST FLOOR LOBBY / UNITED FOUNDERS TOWER / OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA 73112 / PHONE V6-8211

GEORGE ROARK AND COMPANY REALTORS
WE OFFER A COMPLETE REAL ESTATE SERVICE

THE NAME OF THE GAME IS LIVING!
And You Can Live Better In A New Home Of Your Own! Where you live is now.
It's what's happening all the time to you and your family.

Cozy and colorful, with all the amenities of modern living, this charming Spanish home will be just right for those who enjoy being near but carefree.

This beautiful 3 bedroom Spanish home will make any family happy. Plenty of room and space to grow into. See this lovely home today.

Quality Building
By...
HOYT BRACK
MANLY MOORE
From $14,500

SALES BY BIZZELL REALTY  PE 2-4539

MIDWEST CITY

* SIDEWALKS
* LANDSCAPING
* UG WIRING
* ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
* 5 MINUTES TO TINKER
* QUALITY CONSTRUCTION

Jeane Dixon’s Astrological Forecast

BY JEANE DIXON
MAY 11, 1969

Your Name: See below. The following is full of changes, communication. Changing habits to regain old friends. Business or personal requirements may have relocation for many of today’s natives. For those who have not moved recently—change. Today’s changes are not erratic, to the point of frustration or desire. They represent a new beginning.

ARIES (March 21-April 19): A busy day for Aries. Work and business requirements may lead to relocation. Keep your mind open to new ideas.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Communication with friends or family may be necessary. You may need to make a decision on a financial matter.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): First some new perspective on life. Gemini new acquaintances seem to be as they may become friends. Keep to your usual old friends (particularly those who have not changed). There is a potential for new contacts today. You are generally needed today. In all forms of the art of mechanical equipment. After some initial confusion, a goal of success is in sight. Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Consider focusing on your business or personal relationship. You may need to make a decision on a financial matter.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Your relative and neighbor expect you to see this family. Do the necessary groundwork, make the plans there are gifts for you here and there. There are no obliging=

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Money is to spend as needed for relaxation and the use of these there are gifts for you here and there. Take this time to check everything out and make another decision. Finding the "why" in a situation may be more important than any other determination.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): There is a potential drive between your social obligations and your desires. Personal interests. Communication is most necessary today. With the moment when you wish to express yourself. Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Today you may be required to make a decision on a financial matter.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): This business may require you to take a chance. There should be some help available.

507 MOHR LANE
Meadowbrook Acres
MUSTANG

R. J. "Buddy" Dickey, Builder-Developer

$21,900
Call SW 4-1249 NOW!
On the occasion of Realtor Week, May 25-30, we congratulate Oklahoma City’s Realtors. When buying a home, the Realtor seal of assurance that you’ll get accurate facts; skilled, professional advice; help in finding sources of financing, and that you’ll see property that fits your needs and budget. Since 1903, when the Oklahoma City Board was established, its members have sought to widen the opportunity of home ownership with all its benefits.
"King Arthur Goes All Out For Volume...

BRAND NEW 69's

FAIRLANE HARDTOP
ALL FACTORY STANDARD EQUIPMENT PLUS, BODY SIDE MOULDINGS. $2299

123" WHEEL BASE BIG FORD

MUSTANG POP-OPTION
351 MARATHON ECONOMY ENGINE, $2489

13" WHEEL BASE BIG FORD

GALAXIE 500 SPORT ROOF
F.R. AUTOMATIC, MORE AIR AND MUCH MORE $3319

CORTINA
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION $1899

MUSTANG HEADQUARTERS

'69 Mustang H.T., Auto., Y.R. 5.9, Air Cond., $2988 '68 Mustang H.T., Std. Brk., Y.R., $2188

'69 Mustang H.T., Auto., Y.R. 5.9, Air Cond., $2888 '67 Mustang H.T., $2788

'69 Mustang H.T., Auto., Y.R. 5.9, Air Cond., $2488 '67 Mustang H.T., Std. Brk., $1588

'68 Mustang H.T., Auto., Y.R. 5.9, Air Cond., $2458 '67 Mustang H.T., Std. Brk., $1588

'68'S CUSTOM 500 BEL AIR $1988
BELAIR. $1495

'67'S CUSTOM 500 $1688

SPECIAL PURCHASES $2495

'68 & '69 AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

Arthur Harris Ford

6601 SE 29th

620-714-21
Go Surefooted Ashore and Aboard

Schooner’s auxiliary-sailing, mooring winch drop rudder, and rudder provide a fine feeling in dock or harbor. Shoestring prices in Schooner’s. Schooners, with tender masts, run from railroad size and bulk-up work. They’re hard to handle...!

Men’s and Boys’ Schooner Oxfords

5 97

Charge it on Sears Revolving Charge

SAVE 1.03!

PERMA-PREST® Walking Shorts

4 97

Charge it on Sears Revolving Charge

Summertime... and the Living is Easy

Swimwear for Students ... Boys

Your Choice

TOUR CHOICE Sears Regular Low Price

Boys’ Shorty Pajamas

2.97

Charge it on Sears Revolving Charge
Pre-Memorial Day SALE

It's Picnic Time!

SAVE $15!
Craftsman Rotary Power Mowers

Regular
$99.99

$84.99

Every Craftsman Mower Gives You:
* Easier Starts * Quality
* Dependability * Safety

SAVE $2!
Cast Aluminum Smoker-Grill

Regular
$129.99

$33.99

Now’s your chance to save on Craftsman power mowers and quality grills! Sears offers a range of products, including mowers with easy starts, quality, dependability, and safety features. Grills are made of cast aluminum, providing durability and performance. These deals are available for a limited time, so don’t miss out.

Hurry! Paint Prices Good TODAY ONLY!

Mildew Defying Acrylic Latex

2nd Gallon FREE

SAVE $3.99

Interior Dripless Latex ... ½ Price

Shop at Sears and save. Savings guaranteed or your money back.
## Guardsman Nylon Tires
Guaranteed for 30 Months Wear

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.50 x 13</td>
<td>16.95</td>
<td>14.95</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td>14.95</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.25 x 14</td>
<td>18.75</td>
<td>15.75</td>
<td>19.20</td>
<td>15.75</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>18.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.25 x 14</td>
<td>22.50</td>
<td>19.50</td>
<td>22.75</td>
<td>19.50</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>22.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wholesale only 85 cents per tire.

## Hi-Way Special Tires
Full 4-Ply Nylon Cord Body

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.50 x 13</td>
<td>15.95</td>
<td>13.95</td>
<td>16.00</td>
<td>13.95</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.25 x 14</td>
<td>17.75</td>
<td>15.75</td>
<td>18.20</td>
<td>15.75</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>17.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.25 x 14</td>
<td>21.50</td>
<td>18.50</td>
<td>21.75</td>
<td>18.50</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>21.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wholesale only 82 cents per tire.

## Silent Guard 11 Tires
Guaranteed to Wear 36-Months

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.50 x 13</td>
<td>18.45</td>
<td>16.45</td>
<td>18.60</td>
<td>16.45</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>18.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.25 x 14</td>
<td>20.25</td>
<td>18.25</td>
<td>20.35</td>
<td>18.25</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>20.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.25 x 14</td>
<td>23.95</td>
<td>21.95</td>
<td>23.95</td>
<td>21.95</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>23.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prices are plus Federal Taxes and Old Tire.

## Good Ride Guarantee

Credit Life Guarantee

Guaranteed Nylon. Guaranteed to fit your car. Guaranteed to wear. Guaranteed to be returned within 30 days for any reason. Guaranteed for 30 months. Guaranteed to return your money in 27 months if not satisfied.

- Guaranteed for 30 months.
- Guaranteed to return your money in 27 months if not satisfied.
- Guaranteed to fit your car.
- Guaranteed to wear.
- Guaranteed to be returned within 30 days for any reason.

## Expert Wheel Balancing

4 WHEELS FOR $5

Let Sears balance your wheels expertly at the same time they install your tires. Balanced wheels give your tires longer, easier wear.

## NO MONEY DOWN

on Sears Easy Payment Plan

Sears, Roebuck and Co.
Pool Going Uptown,
And So Goes Golden Days

By JOHN DOUGLAS

A story begins to unfold when the sun begins to set and the stars begin to glisten in the sky. The Empire Pool, located in the heart of downtown, is bustling with activity as children and adults gather to enjoy the warm summer evening. The pool is a popular destination for families and friends, offering a place to swim, play, and socialize.

While the pool is the main attraction, the Empire Florist, located just across the street, is also a hot spot for the evening. The store is filled with beautiful flowers and plants, and the aroma of fresh blossoms wafts through the air. The store is open until late, and people can be seen browsing and purchasing flowers for their loved ones.

As the night progresses, the pool becomes even more lively. Music plays in the background, and people dance and sing along. The water is warm and inviting, and people can be seen swimming and splashing around. The pool is a great place to cool off and have fun.

The Empire Florist is also open late into the night, and people can still be seen shopping for flowers. The store is illuminated with soft lighting, and the flowers are arranged beautifully. The store is a great place to find the perfect gift for your loved ones.

Overall, the Empire Pool and Florist are great places to spend a warm summer evening. Whether you are looking for a dip in the pool or a beautiful bouquet of flowers, these places are sure to provide a pleasant experience.
**A Real Pro, Finally**

**Wagner On The Upswing**

This was pretty much the way Wagner played at Briarcliff. But after a few years in Briarcliff he and his wife, Marlene, began to enjoy the Upswing for his distinctive deflection of another woman's arm: "He's got a lot of style," she said, "but when he's around, I never seem to hear my name." Wagner's friendship with Crozier dates back to his marriage to Natalie Wood in 1953, and it was Crozier who arranged for Marlene to meet Wagner when she was working for Ella Raines. Natalie and Marlene were close friends, and Marlene was something to be grateful for. They became very good friends, and to that extent, Natalie's career was more successful. She was never the kind of actor who had really made it big, but she was appreciated by her fans. When she died in 1955, she was only 28 years old. She was buried at Hollywood Forever, where she was surrounded by her friends and family. It was a sad day for everyone who knew her.

**Guess Who's Running Tel Aviv Discotheque**

**By WILLIAM C. GRIFFIN**

JERUSALEM—Whatever happened to Teddy Mendy? The man who was once Israel's biggest discotheque and whose massive empire was once the pride and joy of the Middle East. Nearly 10 years ago, Teddy Mendy was at the peak of his career. He owned several discotheques in Israel and was known as the king of new wave music. But then, a series of legal battles, bankruptcies, and personal troubles brought his empire to a grinding halt. Today, Teddy Mendy is a shadow of his former self, estranged from his family and friends, living in relative poverty in a small apartment in Tel Aviv.

Teddy Mendy's rise to fame began in the early '70s, when he opened his first discotheque, Teddy's, in downtown Tel Aviv. It was an instant success, and before long, Teddy was a household name in Israel. His charismatic personality and his ability to connect with people made him a natural leader, and he quickly built a loyal following among the young and the hip. But then, in the late '70s, it all started to unravel. A series of business missteps and legal battles led to the collapse of Teddy's, and Teddy found himself on the brink of financial ruin.

**Space Siren Back**

**Jesse James, in *Rebecca*, was one of the all-time greats, according to many critics. Some 25 years later, he returns to the Silver Screen in *Rebecca Director* Pointe Twin Drive-In and 37 Drive-In theaters on Wednesdays for an encore engagement.**

**Guns of the Magnificent Seven**

**EXCLUSIVE FIRST RUN**

**WELCOME WEDNESDAY**

**Association Given Congress Salute**

The Association recently presented the Peace Corps. The group was given a standing ovation by the members of the **Congressional Record.** The President, Thomas M. De Luca, of the National Peace Corps, cited the group for their efforts to build, a better understanding of America and other forms of the world. "The National Peace Corps," he said, "has a unique mission to build understanding between peoples and cultures. "The Volunteer Service Program," he added, "is an opportunity for young people to make a difference in the world.**
Revolution Brewing For British Movies

David Greene is an Englishman, or so he says, the ubiquitous figure re-entitled in horror films. He was the talking head before he became the writer of graphic novels. And it is becoming increas-ingly clear that David Greene is a TV director to the core. In the United States and England, he has directed a number of highly successful television programs. And he is now turning his attention to cinema, having recently directed the British film "The Green Goddess" in Hollywood. The film is a suspense thriller set in the 1920s, and it features a cast of well-known British actors, including David Greene himself.

"The Green Goddess" is a story about a group of British agents who are sent to the United States to investigate a series of murders. The murder victims are all members of the British embassy, and the agents must work together to solve the mystery before it is too late. The film is a fast-paced thriller, with plenty of action and suspense, and it is sure to appeal to fans of the genre.

David Greene is known for his ability to create a sense of tension and suspense in his films, and "The Green Goddess" is no exception. The film is full of twists and turns, and the audience will be on the edge of their seats throughout.

"The Green Goddess" is currently in production, and it is expected to be released later this year. The film is sure to be a hit with audiences, and it is sure to cement David Greene's reputation as a major talent in the world of cinema.

Music Hall Veteran Debuts At 76

English comedian Billy Russet, 76, makes his debut in "Music Hall" as the narrator of the popular music hall era. Russet was known for his appearances in "Music Hall" and "The Music Hall" television series, which he hosted from 1960 to 1980.

Music Hall is a British variety show that was first broadcast in 1954. It was hosted by Billy Russet and featured a variety of performers, including comedians, singers, dancers, and magicians. The show was popular for its humorous and light-hearted content, and it was a favorite of viewers of all ages.

Russet's debut in "Music Hall" is a fitting tribute to his long career in the entertainment industry. He has been a beloved figure on British television for many years, and his presence in "Music Hall" is sure to be a highlight of the show.

All Is Tranquil

Maharishi Not Hurting

BY GEORGE HANCOCK

The Hanoverian Gazette

HOMER'S HILL - The Maharishi Mahesh Yogi is riding a quiet, gentle horse. The horse is calm and peaceful, and it is showing no signs of stress or discomfort. The Maharishi is sitting on the horse with his legs crossed, and he is holding a book open to a page of text.

The Maharishi Mahesh Yogi is a spiritual leader and guru who founded the Transcendental Meditation technique. He is known for his calm and peaceful demeanor, and he is often seen sitting quietly on a horse or a chair. The horse he is riding on Homer's Hill is a symbol of his spiritual teachings and his peaceful nature.

Hollywood - "Rabbit Run" star John Wayne, 76, is starring in the upcoming film "The Great Escape". The film is a biography of the war hero and former British Army officer, John W. Howard, who escaped from a German POW camp during World War II.

John Wayne is known for his rugged good looks and his strong, masculine voice, and he is a beloved figure in Hollywood. "The Great Escape" is sure to be a hit with audiences, and it is a fitting tribute to the life and career of John Wayne.

Hollywood - "The Great Escape" star John Wayne is turning his attention to another project. He is currently working on a new film called "The Green Goddess". The film is a mystery thriller set in the 1920s, and it features a cast of well-known actors, including David Greene and Russet.

"The Green Goddess" is expected to be released later this year, and it is sure to be a hit with audiences. John Wayne is sure to be a highlight of the film, and his presence will be a fitting tribute to his long and successful career in Hollywood.

Hollywood - "Rabbit Run" star John Wayne is turning his attention to another project. He is currently working on a new film called "The Great Escape". The film is a mystery thriller set in the 1920s, and it features a cast of well-known actors, including David Greene and Russet.

"The Green Goddess" is expected to be released later this year, and it is sure to be a hit with audiences. John Wayne is sure to be a highlight of the film, and his presence will be a fitting tribute to his long and successful career in Hollywood.

Hollywood - "Rabbit Run" star John Wayne is turning his attention to another project. He is currently working on a new film called "The Great Escape". The film is a mystery thriller set in the 1920s, and it features a cast of well-known actors, including David Greene and Russet.

"The Green Goddess" is expected to be released later this year, and it is sure to be a hit with audiences. John Wayne is sure to be a highlight of the film, and his presence will be a fitting tribute to his long and successful career in Hollywood.
**Bittersweet Has Pleasant Taste**

**By Clyde Born**

No look by Martha Stewart can fail to be a goal. Kanner, author of several books, entries, interviews, writer, a Pulitzer Prize winner, is the author of a new novel, "The Mandrake." It is one of those volumes which can be opened to any chapter.判决produce a given amount of revenue. If the book is read to Chapter 12 and not sold, the book must be sold to a publisher, for return on sales.

**Mafia Studied**

**The Grim Reapers' Hits-Big-Time Crime**

THE GRIM REAPERS, the name of a gang in America, is the title of the current best-selling book by Albert Mannheim. The novel is set in the Mafia of the late 1920s and early 1930s. It tells the story of a group of men who, through a combination of cunning and brutality,建立起 a powerful crime empire in America. The novel is known for its vivid portrayal of the inner workings of the Mafia and the struggles of the characters within it. The book has been praised for its realism and authenticity, and has been a popular choice among readers of crime fiction.

**Death Dance Makes Class Distinction**

In his volume of short stories, entitled "Death Dance," Albert Mannheim explores the themes of class and power in American society. The stories are set in various locations throughout the United States, including New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles. They depict the lives of men and women who are caught up in the web of class and power, and who are forced to make difficult choices in order to survive. The stories are characterized by their vivid imagery and their exploration of the darker aspects of human nature.

**'Minus Trimmings' Books Reveal Genuine West**

**English Lit Relit Kindles Criticism**

ENGLISH LIT RELIT by Richard Alexander. Published by Macmillan, the book is a study of the evolution of English literature from the late Middle Ages to the present day. It is a comprehensive survey of the major movements and writers, with particular attention given to the development of the novel and the poetry of the Romantic period.

**Café Turns To Verse**

A 1907 Leverexc writer-act at the University of Oklahoma and the present-day dawn of poetry at the CAFE were the subjects of an afternoon panel discussion at the CAFE on September 29. The discussion was held in the presence of a large audience and was moderated by Dr. David Reynolds, a poet and critic.

**Bank Under Log**

Bank has been seized by the state's attorney general where it is in the process of being a bank. The state has been ordered to pay $1 million to the bank's creditors. The bank has been in operation for several years and has had a number of financial problems. The state has been monitoring the bank's activities for some time and has found evidence of irregularities.

**Enrollment Opens For Art Projects**

Enrollment is open now for two art projects at the Oklahoma State University. The first, "The Mandrake," is a project for students in the Studio Art major. The project is open to all students in the major and will require the submission of a proposal. The second, "The Mandrake," is a project for students in the Visual Arts. The project is open to all students in the major and will require the submission of a proposal. The projects will be held at the university'sVisual Arts Center.
**Films New Medium For Visionary Folk**

By RODA CLARY

The Miami-based Museum of Fine Arts, which now shows film and video art works, proudly presents its 15th Biennial International Film Festival. The festival is dedicated to "art films," which the museum defines as "the work of an artist, conceived and produced at the same time as the work of a filmmaker." The festival features over 1,000 films, including works from the United States, Mexico, Japan, and Europe. The festival is free and open to the public. For more information, call (305) 345-2800.

**Family Rallies Round Sports Car Activities**

By PAUL CARLTON

A round of sports car activities provides a Midwest City family with a lot of fun.“People are very nice and the kids are very nice, too,” says Donna Davis, 30, of the Midwest City Sports Car Club of America, which organizes events for sports car enthusiasts. The club’s next event is a drive to a nearby city, where members will enjoy a day of driving and socializing.

**CSC Plays A Balance**

Balance between classics and newer cars will play an important role in the next meeting of the Classic Sports Car Club of America. The club’s next meeting will be held on Saturday, March 23, at 7 p.m. at the Midland Ballroom. For more information, call (405) 555-1234.

**Gold Digger Trope**

By JULIE EVANS

In Spanish Fork, Utah, Gold Diggers Trope is a hotly contested dance team that performs at various events, including weddings and dances. The team is known for its energetic performances and has won numerous awards at regional and national competitions. For more information, call (801) 555-1234.

**Racy Redhead**

Jennifer Davis, 21, of 2305 N. Teriy Co., a former department store manager at a local department store, has been running sports cars for three years. She is the second woman in the world to win the SCCA’s national championship. For more information, call (405) 555-1234.
Check The Calendar
For Arts In Action!

SUNDAY
Final performance this week of "A Thousand Cheers," a rehearsal "show" show, will be given at 8:30 p.m. on Sunday, March 31, in the Studio Theatre of the University of Oklahoma. The show is presented by the University of Oklahoma School of Drama and directed by Dr. William H. Patten.

Premier Sunday Crossword Puzzle
by J. L. McCULLOUGH

Fun Guide's Radio Logs

New Club For Teens
The new King Arthur's Court is open a church, where it will have a regular meeting time and place. The club is open to all boys and girls in the 7th through 12th grades.

'Clean' Teens
In For Treat

A new club called King Arthur's Court, specifically for teenagers, is open on Saturdays in the Castle Restaurant, 512 W. Main St. (In the former location of the Teen Center in the year.)

5 Films Added
To Center Show

The 10th annual national film and drawing exhibition continues at the Oklahoma City Art Center. The 100 entered works selected from artists who live and work all over the country are shown in the Civic Center.

Final Symphony
Event A Preview

The Final Symphony, a new name for the Oklahoma City Symphony, will be featured in a series of concerts throughout the state. The concerts will be held in various locations, including the Civic Center in Oklahoma City.

Check Your Calendar
For Arts In Action!

U.S. Field Artillery Band: Mo. Area Band and U.S. Field Artillery Band will perform at the Missouri State Fairgrounds at 8 p.m. on Sunday, May 31. Tickets are $2.50 at the door.

Pop Art Returns
To Center

The new exhibit, "Pop Art," is now open at the Oklahoma City Art Center. The exhibit features works by some of the most famous pop artists, including Andy Warhol and Roy Lichtenstein.

Final Symphony
Event A Preview

The Final Symphony, a new name for the Oklahoma City Symphony, will be featured in a series of concerts throughout the state. The concerts will be held in various locations, including the Civic Center in Oklahoma City.

Check Your Calendar
For Arts In Action!

U.S. Field Artillery Band: Mo. Area Band and U.S. Field Artillery Band will perform at the Missouri State Fairgrounds at 8 p.m. on Sunday, May 31. Tickets are $2.50 at the door.
### Daytime Television Programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Program Title</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KTVF (CBS)</td>
<td>Apollo 10 Flight</td>
<td>3:30 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOCO (NBC)</td>
<td>Dick Cavett Show</td>
<td>3:30 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WKYU (ABC)</td>
<td>My Three Sons</td>
<td>3:30 PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Evening Programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Program Title</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KTVF (CBS)</td>
<td>Apollo 10 Flight</td>
<td>9:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOCO (NBC)</td>
<td>The Prisoner's Return</td>
<td>9:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WKYU (ABC)</td>
<td>The King Woman</td>
<td>9:00 PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### TV Mailbag

- **The John Davidson Show**
- **The Dick Cavett Show**
- **On Vacation**

---

### KOCO 5 Premieres Two New Shows!!!

A lively new way to enjoy summer!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Show Title</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The John Davidson Show</td>
<td>MON/TUE/FRI. at 7:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Dick Cavett Show</td>
<td>MON/TUE/FRI. at 9:00 PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### TV Mailbag

Send your letters to the John Davidson Show, c/o KOCO 5, Oklahoma City, OK 73103.

- **Sue Miller (Sally Field)**
- **On Vacation**

---

### Billy's Quotations

- "The best thing in life is that which we have to do for ourselves." - William Makepeace Thackeray

---

### The Prisoner's Return

Patrick McGoohan stars in the title role in the classic sci-fi series "The Prisoner," now available on KOCO 5 Television Network and Channel 7 Saturday nights.

---

### The King Woman

- "A woman's heart is like a delicate flower." - Anonymous

---

### The John Davidson Show

- "The world is a stage, and all the men and women merely players." - William Shakespeare

---

### The Dick Cavett Show

- "History is written by the victors." - Winston Churchill

---

### On Vacation

- "Life is what happens when you're busy making other plans." - John Lennon

---

### TV Mailbag

- "I've been to every country in the world."

---

### The King Woman

- "The apple doesn't fall far from the tree." - Proverb

---

### The John Davidson Show

- "The world is a book, and those who do not travel read only one page." - Saint Augustine
Magnavox COLOR TV VALUE

Brings You Perfect Color Pictures Automatically

YOUR CHOICE OF STYLES

529.50

NEW LOCATION NOW OPEN AT 2720 N. MAY TO SERVE YOU WITH THE SAME FINE QUALITY APPLIANCE

NEVER KNOWINGLY UNDERSOLD

PHIPPS APPLIANCE CENTERS
Let's Make Certain The People Elect Their President

By HUBERT HUMPHREY

Passengers once again in 1968 with our dangerous 19th-century Electoral College system, and by a very small margin, the nation did choose a President. But we were lucky. A change of a few hundred thousand votes could have plucked the nation into uncertainty and potential chaos.

I remember watching the returns as President Nixon was receding into the 21st electoral vote. It appeared he would be re-elected, 443 to 34. But, because of my large vote margin in New York, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota and Wisconsin, I went ahead in the popular vote.

If it had not been for President Nixon's narrow victory shortly before the election, "I think that the man whose name appeared in the popular vote, the man who gets the Presidency would have very great difficulty in governing.

Fortunately for Mr. Nixon and the nation, he held ahead in the popular vote and there was no doubt as to whether he would win the Presidency.

What are the alternatives to the crucified Electoral College system?

1. The direct election plan would abolish the Electoral College in favor of direct election by the people. If no candidate received 50 per cent of the vote, the two candidates would meet in a runoff election.

2. The proportional plan - would allow the electoral vote system, but would apportion the votes down to four or five decimal-point percentages of the popular vote, to each candidate. If no candidate received 50 per cent of the electoral vote, the two candidates would meet in a runoff election (this time limited by popular vote, not electoral vote).

3. The district plan would also retain the electoral vote system. The popular vote winner in each Congressional district would receive one electoral vote, and the popular vote winner in each state would receive two electoral votes. Also, there would be a runoff if no candidate received 45 per cent of the electoral vote.

Which is the fairest and best plan?

I support the direct election plan. It alone guarantees that the President will be the popular vote winner. With either the proportional or district plans, the popular vote winner may not be elected President. In fact, Mr. Nixon would have been elected President in 1968 under either the proportional or district plan, even though Mr. John F. Kennedy was the popular vote winner.

The direct election plan treats all citizens and each vote equally. There are no mathematical manipulations, and no devaluation of Pennsylvania. Every citizen would have equal incentive to vote - there would be a "safe" state whose citizens are discouraged from voting.

Candidates would campaign nationally, instead of by state. In the full campaign, I concentrated my campaign on the big electoral vote "swing" states. Under the Electoral College system, a candidate could neglect the 45 biggest states to be elected, as candidates naturally concentrate their campaigns on those states, thereby ignoring the smaller states. Under the direct election plan, candidates would be encouraged to visit and campaign all over the nation.

The direct election plan is later to potential candidates. Nixon. There is now heavy pressure to nominate candidates from big states in hopes that the candidates will bring that bloc of electoral votes with him. In the past 25 presidential elections, for example, Nixon has been on the national ticket.

I find that choice in August. I rejected the "big state" nonsense and picked the man I thought was most likely to be my Vice President. Senator Muskie comes from Maine, with four electoral votes. Opposition of change is the Electoral College should be removed because it is a key part of the Federal system. I do not agree. In 1968, the "Great Compromise" on the issue of large states versus small states occurred on the makeup of Congress. The Senate, with two members from each state, represents state interests and the Federal principles, not the Electoral College.

An important issue in any electoral system change is state interests. Many millions of small states from the Electoral College system because each state has two bonus electoral votes plus these each state on a population basis. Alaska has no electoral vote for every $5,000,033 population, while California has no electoral vote for every $5,000,000 population. But this small state advantage is more than counteracted by the "winner-take-all" feature of the present electoral system.

The popular vote winner in a state takes all of that state's electoral votes. Whether the margin is one or 100,000 votes, all of the electoral votes in a state go to one man. So a narrow win in a big state can be more important than a big victory in a number of smaller states.

The direct election plan does away with the winner-take-all rule. The direct election plan does not discriminate against any state.

While both the proportional and district plans do away with the winner-take-all rule, they retain the electoral vote system and the resulting advantage to small states. Either of these plans thus discriminates against larger states. Only the direct election plan is fair to all states.

The direct election plan also avoids the divisive effects of regional or solitary parties, since candidates of such parties will have little chance of developing enough nationwide strength to deny a popular vote victory to one of the major candidates.

It is essential, as we learned in 1868, that America has a great man, virtually ignoring the smaller states. Under the direct election plan, candidates would be encouraged to visit and campaign all over the nation.

The direct election plan is later to potential candidates. Nixon. There is now heavy pressure to nominate candidates from big states in hopes that the candidates will bring that bloc of electoral votes with him. In the past 25 presidential elections, for example, Nixon has been on the national ticket.

I find that choice in August. I rejected the "big state" nonsense and picked the man I thought was most likely to be my Vice President. Senator Muskie comes from Maine, with four electoral votes. Opposition of change is the Electoral College should be removed because it is a key part of the Federal system. I do not agree. In 1968, the "Great Compromise" on the issue of large states versus small states occurred on the makeup of Congress. The Senate, with two members from each state, represents state interests and the Federal principles, not the Electoral College.
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All That the Law Allows

By EDWARD SILBERFARB

In the last century, proper young ladies were schooled at the use of the word "tart" in polite conversa-
tion. It was, they felt, a much too direct term. So for a part of the audience that could not easily be called a "tart" instead. Even please sound on "tart" during what H. L. Mencken called "The Golden Age of English"
for The American Language.

Now "tart" grows only on trees, and its reference is now to any part of the body that goes unmention-
able in public. Even screams or screams and screams in public can be ignored.

The book that best demonstrates this new era of pomposity is Philip Roth's Portnoy's Complaint,
and one man's element is a psychoanalyst. In, the hour spent on his sex life, from the early twenties of his mother unrolling her musings over his in-
his latest experiences, an orgy in Rome, and a rest in Israel. Throughout, Roth never hesitates to call a spade a spade.

The result is a page-turner seductive that takes the breath off Moby. Indeed, it toujours one-
looking why James Joyce's Ulysses, which was banned until 1935, ever caused even a raised
judicial reference. Of course Norman Mailer had to invent a three-letter word to replace a more
reasonable four-letter one in order to get "The Naked and the Dead" past the censors.

The dramatic sets are clever enough to make literature toward the extreme in falsehood.

"From here on it gets rough" (as in "For Every Man I Can't Do What the Woman Wants," some
money involved, unsecured and unguaranteed: a few
weeks after the end of Act I in the rock musical 
and go nonprofit (with the naked, silent heroine tied to a chair) in Street

Critics were wondering, "What can they do
for an encore?" and the theatre soon had the answer. An off-Broadway production this year,
Get! celebrated sexual acts on stage, and the
"Swedish Synapse" in The Carusos (Yale) showed more of the same on the screen.

The once-favorable forlornness has been as de-
not one publisher who specializes in the ter-

cates of the book was cut off. Bernard Geis
American Books, just published David Copperfield's The

Copperfield, considered in the timing it was being written it to be a fantastic view of what the sexual
revolutions could lead to. In the book, a sec-

autobiography that is a superior book showing almost

interruption in the general publicity for the book..."
The book was on sale. Geis said in a recent
interview. "We thought it had a future ahead of its time, but between the writing and the

publications events had caught up with it. The

future had already occurred." If the future is already apparent, what is left? Not much, from what

Grane..."

And not everyone agrees that the first expres-

sion of modern literature is a new phenomenon. As

Marx said, "There's too much that I can't make out something that isn't."

Perhaps public morality is changing, but it's all

for the better. Books of the past have said far

more than Portnoy's Complaint.

"But today's pornographers are not saying anything new, certainly their product is more

publicly available and more available than ever before. A high-handling officer offers re-

cently declared: "In the last year and a half, the

publication of pornography, both hardcover and

powered, has become a major phenomenon." He

authorizes in a changing interpretation of the laws,

"There is an overwhelming need in the federal...

"To say, "to allow an adult to have imp-

ness by itself, as it is not viewed upon it." The

U.S. Supreme Court recently underscored the

lawyer's contention when it upheld the conviction

of Robert Ellis Staley, an Admissions, O.G., bachelor, for possession of obscene material (film) in his home.

In the Stanley case, the court said in effect that obscenity in the home is a Constitutional right.

If the "First Amendment means anything; it means

that a state has no business telling a man, sitting

alone in his own house, what books he may read or watch."

Justice Thurgood Marshall said: "Our whole constitutional heritage relieves the thought of giving government the power to control one's ears."

The judicial trend began in 1953 when Fed-

eral Judge John Woolsey lifted the ban on Ulysses. Then in 1957 the U.S. Supreme Court, in uphيل-

ing the convictions of Samuel Roth, a publisher

and dealer in erotica, had qualified that were

expelled by rulings on the novel, Fanny Hill. The

guidelines, sometimes called the Gilpin of Roth,

established that a work could be banned as obscene simply if it "appeals to prurient interests" but "without

referring sexual importance," and is "patently offensive under a national standard."

There was no such flexibility under the Roth-

Fanny Hill standard, and the standard grew more

flexible with the U.S. Supreme Court's 1958 deci-


tions in the Stanley case, reversing the conviction of a Ohio lawyer who distributed "private heterosexual abilities. In that

the court was convinced that the man

visited with others, it deter-

mined that the books in question were not

said to be offensive to an unswerving public.

Two Supreme Court justices, Hugo Black and

William O. Douglas, have maintained all

prosecutions for obscenity are unconstitutional. And Justice Black has also raised the problem of defin-

ition: Of course, I understand that pornography

means lust, but I have never seen anybody who

say what it is."

Another Supreme Court justice who has looked

toward freedom of expression A. Parton. His

position that certain allegedly obscene images

could be shown brought him into fire from the

Superior Court in California when he was nomi-

nated by President Johnson as chief justice. Con-

ning to his support was the Yale Law School, which

held an "Alec Forta Film Festival" to show that

the commercial movies were quite innocuous.

Liberation, films and plays are not the only

issues for direct expression, For example, actor

Charles Buck stars in a new production of "Hamlet" and the recent production of "The Women".

"If the public is wondering how the end of

the new experiment will go, it is also wondering why it

has more this far. Our answer from Father John Callan, director of the Center for Communi-

cations at Fordham University. He said the crisis

all is the Puritans, a reaction to the expense

atmosphere of family, church and school.

"What we are going through now is a shadowy evolu-

tion, explaining a new morality," he said."

Scenes from "Silent Night" (above) and "Clap!" (at left)
Now For The First Time You Can Go in Business for Yourself Under a Money-Back Guarantee*

With Profit Potential of $2000 monthly! Pathway Products Corporation so needs qualified men and women to cooperate to meet its expansion program that it makes the above offer ... start even part time, without risk to your present position, till you determine by doing, how successful you can be.
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Sue Donohue tells of the Joes about her husband's job. . . .

he's driving car No. 6 on Con-Car east at Lagrange Basin.

by Sue DONOHUE as told to BILLEVISON

Last November I moved to a Las Vegas hotel with Sandy Hall, while her husband was in the emergency room. While fighting for his life in the Stardust Grand Prix—and one of racing's saddest plunges Jim Hall's car had struck the rear of another car, flipped, smashed back onto the track at more than two miles an hour and burnt into flames. Today Jim is in a crucial. He says he'll arrive in a racing car in a pouch on November day we didn't know if he'd ever walk again. I was weal by Sandy's assistance. "How do you stand it?" I asked. "Me, I'm out of my head by now!"

"Oh, you right way," she said. "Like for when, when what happened, then I'll go to the police."

I thought of my own Joe, who might have been in that accident if ignorance trouble hadn't known what to do. The car before it even started. I thought of my big, of Joe, David, 6, who were at our home in Medina, R.I.

We try to tell ourselves that racing isn't so dangerous. Every driver on the track has been tested at least once, but I've learned that one of Mark's experiences (he says he's not superstitious) is that he's hit in a lot of his races. Whether the driver or the car, the driver can't finish his next race.

While we're on the subject of the car, let me explain a little about them so that you'll understand why it's so easy for the racing driver to fall into mental thinking we don't have many worries to worry about. For one thing, he's not a spectator, like the audience after the car in the fire. It's too easy to spot something wrong, like an all-bet. He has a choice: After he finds his way in, he's faced with a decision. Mark's his car will stand up to the strain, and I know he can handle the car if it wants to be crazy. OK, let's assume there's suddenly "plop" on the gas of my motorcycle when you first hit fast, but I get over it fast.

In a way, I've been lucky. The two times tragedy's had it easy for Mark during a race, I wasn't there to see it. The first time was at Watkins Glen, N.Y., in 1962. Two cars ahead of Mark had had a crash on the other side of the hill and when Mark had overtaken the top John Connolly's car was broadside to the road. Mark tried to take his hand out of the car to keep the car from spinning. He couldn't make it, but the car spun and Mark hit the guardrail. Mark's car hit his, and pieces of cars began flying off. Mark's car went down a hillside, leaving a trail of gasoline behind it.

A long time ago, I saw films of what had happened. My husband cheerfully threw a "Crash and Burn" party at our house (in Stony Brook, N.Y., at the time) and showed the pictures to all our friends. The first time, the sequence is, I'd eat my eyes and turned away. But then I told myself that was silly—were right there in the room with my hands and so I watched the repeat of it. It was horrible. The shears of Mark's side against the wall of gasoline, and you actually see the frames shake after the car has hit and split it.

Mark was strangely cool. He casually put his hands down over the floor and nodded his safety belt. Then he leaped off the car and ran across the course and rolled out over—just as the car exploded.

As I watched all this on the screen, my mind flashed to the first time I'd seen Mark after the accident. I'd been born when he was injured, and I heard the news on the phone. Minutes later a waving friend came in to tell me the news. Mark was as calm as the other. I called the hospital for the house—had nobody to drive and had Mark in the car. I even tried to speak to him, but he was the happiest person in the world when he said, "I'm going to be all right.

I was there all that time. But after a while, I saw Mark in a car. The last time I saw him, Mark was there. I only knew him when I had my son.

Since that time, I've ridden with him many times. I used to wait at our garage to hear the roll of the tires. I have this feeling in my stomach when I think of the first time I rode in the car with him. I knew then I wanted to know more about Mark. Since that time, I've ridden with him many times. I used to wait at our garage to hear the roll of the tires. I have this feeling in my stomach when I think of the first time I rode in the car with him. I knew then I wanted to know more about Mark.

But Donohue gave her batch before the qualifying trials for the Indianapolis 500-mile Special Sprint. Last year, Mark's third lap at Indianapolis was 191.1978 miles an hour. He didn't win, but he came close.
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THINK ABOUT DEATH 
and START TO LIVE!

It is human nature to put off thoughts of death as long as we can. One day, our parents are young and healthy, and the next day they are bedridden and in pain. We are certainly aware that death is inevitable, but we do not want to think about it. Even in the face of our own mortality, we continue to live as if nothing will ever happen to us. We do not allow ourselves to think about death because it is too difficult to face. We are afraid of the unknown and the uncertain. We do not want to think about what lies ahead. But we cannot avoid death forever. It will come someday, and we must be prepared.

Hobart Humphrey

(from page 2) made significant progress, despite all the disorder surrounding conventions and conventions hall, in reinforcing our party process. By 1975, the Democratic National Convention and all the local elections were won by the people. The Green Party is a national effort. Our goal is to change the nation, not just one state and not just one city. The people's will is to be expressed in every election, and so it is.

To do this, one has to understand the nature of our political process. The process of politics is the process of the people. It is a process that is driven by the people, not by the politicians. It is a process that is driven by the will of the people, not by the will of the establishment. It is a process that is driven by the people, not by the people who would have us believe otherwise.

Confusion In Jobland

Do you know the difference between an executive career counselor, a management consultant, and a management-oriented career counselor? Chances are you don't. Yet knowing the answers could help you to land a new and better job.

Tom White found out just how few job seekers know the answers when he published a report of eighty practices of successful career counselors. "We Get You The Job You Deserve," he wrote on December 14, 1980. A number of readers wrote in to ask just what work was involved in the field. So, whether you're looking for a job now, or thinking of making a move, here's a handy classification:

Executive recruiters such as E. A. Butler, president of the National Association of Executive Recruiters and the man who played a leading role in establishing such a career counseling in his 1970 book, "Get the Job You Want," are in the management-oriented field. They don't even seek you out, but are called on by other executive recruiters to work for client companies. They are actually less interested in your career than they are in men who are holding jobs and rolling up outstanding records. If you work at all, no matter what it is, they are no help to you.蘑菇蘑菇蘑菇蘑菇蘑菇蘑菇

Green Grow the Salads!

How the World Cooks By MYRA WALDO, TW: Feb 1965

Grown Salad

Use any salad greens, or combination of greens, such as Boston or Belgian endive (escholus), lettuce, romaine, chicory, endive, or watercress. Wash the greens and remove any woody or discolored stems. Chill until crisp and cold. Remove from the refrigerator about 15 minutes before serving. Immerse leaves in water lightly with any desired dressing until the greens are well coated.

SPINACH SALAD

1 pound spinach, washed
1 cup French dressing (see recipe)
Buy very fresh young spinach, the younger the better. Cut off the stems, wash thoroughly and drain. Chill. Pare the bacon until crisp. Dress, crumble and add to the spinach. Add the dressing and toss until well coated. Serve at once — do not allow salad to sit. Serves 6-8.

ONION-CUCUMBER SALAD

2 cups coarsely chopped onions
2 cups finely chopped cucumber
1/2 cup mayonnaise
Peel the onion and cucumber, cut into paper-thin slices. Cover with dressed ice water. Cover and chill 4 hours. Drain well, add a mixture of the dressing, mayonnaise, salt and pepper and toss together. Serves 4-6.

MIXED VEGETABLE SALAD

1 cup cooked potatoes
1 cup cooked carrots
1 cup cooked peas
1 cup cooked green beans
1 cup cooked celery
1 cup cooked corn
Mix the ingredients, or put in a screw-topped jar and shake until well blended. Makes about 1 cup. 

FRENCH DRESSING

1/4 cup vinegar
1/4 cup oil
Mix the ingredients, put in a screw-topped jar and shake until well blended.

EAT ANYTHING WITH FALSE TEETH

Trouble with loose plates that slip and come out? Try EAT ANYTHING WITH FALSE TEETH. This week’s magazine is its advertisers for intelligibility and reliability. Occasionally, however, letters and comments are received from readers who have considerable disappointments. None of this is in any way intended to be damaging. we do not receive such comments, simple writing, they are not consumed. Occasionally, however, the problems is the state of the teeth, and the treatment, replacing him, and perhaps wholebody treatment. This is not the case. It seems to me that there is no time when, and it does not have enough to remind you. But again, the

How the World Cooks By MYRA WALDO, TW: Feb 1965

Grown Salad

How to make a salad a combination of greens. Whatever your choice, the greens should be prominent just before serving and served as quickly as possible. If kept too long, they will become soggy and waterlogged. Flats, crisp greens are essential. Wash the salad greens very thoroughly and shake them violently to remove excess water. Lettuce, radishes and watercress are remarkable job of dressing them. Now dry your greens properly with paper towels, so the dressing will adhere properly, then toss them into bite-sized pieces with your fingers instead of cutting them with a knife.

Dressings go on last (mixture a recipe indicates otherwise) to keep greens from becoming dressing-soaked. Most people over-prepare their dressing and add it at the last minute, or if it will not be used.

In Europe, greens salads appear as a separate course, after the main dish, and are served in a separate bowl. In this country, the salad is usually served on the side, accompanied by the main course, in certain parts of the country (usually the West), they are regarded as an appetizer. As you will. But now’s the season!

Exciting New Recipe From Pet-Ritz

Pet-Ritz

With this week’s magazine, you have a FREE COUPON TODAY!!

FREE COUPON TODAY!!

The coupon will enable you to get your Pet-Ritz brand of majestic Pilchards at a lower price than you have ever paid before.

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
REYNOLDS INFORMATION HOSPITAL
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SMOKING TOO MUCH?

HERE'S A GREAT WAY TO CUT DOWN GRADUALLY BUT POSITIVELY—EVEN TAPER OFF COMPLETELY!

You know what you're smoking too much. Whether the warning is cigarette hack, morning tobacco mouth, raw throat or the worst, uneasy knowledge that smoking is dangerous. Yet you're still smoking too much. All right. The way is to cut down gradually but positively as much as you want. And then, after a while, it's key to keep right on smoking—but with the remarkable new Count-Down® cigarette holder which was designed to let you cut down on smoking as much as they want just by twisting the dial!

JUST TURN DIAL TO INHALE LESS...

THE COUNT-DOWN HOLDER

The key feature of this scientifically designed, patented product is a dial with various “smoke” settings: 100%—no smoke, 80%—60%—40%—20%—0%. Set dial at 100 to get 100% smoke, twist dial to 80% smoke and 20% cool smoke to get air free and so on. Simply turning the dial lets you gradually cut down on concentration of smoke inhaled—yet you get an even "full" at all times.

A PROGRAM TO CUT DOWN GRADUALLY

Set dial at 100 the first week—then at 80 the second week. By the end of the second week you will probably find that you have accustomed yourself to a cooler, smoother, more dilute smoke. Keep cutting down 20% a week (but no faster as you must accustom yourself to each new setting) until you are at the lowest concentration that is still satisfying. Don't be surprised if along the way you suddenly realize you're no longer smoking— that your mouth feels cleaner in the morning, your throat less irritated.

AND A PROGRAM TO STOP

No doubt about it...cutting down helps but stopping is best. The beginning of this program is the same as for "cutting down". Set dial at 100 the first week. Then 80 the second week—60 the third—40 the fourth week—20 the fifth week—and finally after you light up, twist to zero whenever you smoke during the sixth week—and you're off smoking! The whole secret is in cutting down gradually to such a dilute concentration of smoke that when you actually do quit it's not such an abrupt change. But don't cheat: make up your mind to stop smoking and then cut down 20% a week—no more—no less—until you've completed the program.


MADE IN U.S. A. W. E. C. MIXED GRADE NO. 100

DELCRON PRODUCTS, INC. DEPT. 269
425 Park Avenue South, New York, N. Y. 10016

Order a Count-Down cigarette holder today—full money back guarantee if not satisfied. Your name appears on everything to lose. You really do have everything to lose. $4.95 each. (Order for friends or relatives too. for $8.90, 3 for $12.85.) A really thoughtful gift—think about it.

Bridging That Gap

DEAR EDITOR:

As a 15-year-old high school student, I was truly impressed with the special youth plan. It was very educational and not only did I read and review every article, I could hardly believe you would publish our beliefs and (most importantly) not ours. I respect you...for adults.

RUDOLPH Black
Rutland, Vt.

DEAR EDITOR:

The theme of knowledge setting like house-a-poodle, giving negative...in the 80's generation. The phrase is "the younger generation" do a little and something and not to misunderstand the younger generation. They talk to each other. Did it ever dawn on them that their parents love them? All I can say is, I admire the young people with backbone—let's put leaves.

ANDREW G. MARK
Red Bank, N. J.

DEAR EDITOR:

If my opinion this time is valueable because they are clearly showing the true state of affairs in a form that is palatable to all, I'm sorry. The facts are: What is the real damage that seems to be mining in the majority of today's youth? Respect! And, more importantly, what seems to be mining is respect for adults.

S. A. DUNNING
New Canaan, Ct.

DEAR EDITOR:

There is much hot air, so much wind, so much trying to "place the blame" between kids and parents if it is a wonder we don't all sink from word pollution.

JOHN J. SULLIVAN
St. Louis, Mo.

DEAR EDITOR:

I read the entire section on teenagers. I thought that many of the articles were terse, but I also thought that many of the articles should not have been put in an inner devoted to teenagers, namely because they did not show the very letters they think.

BART ROSEN, Age 15
Brooklyn, N. Y.

DEAR EDITOR:

I am sick to the teeth with a lot of the young for fighting and that they have nothing but more than anyone else. All these happen just to have been in the entire world.

CHARLES J. O'BRIEN
(No Address)

DEAR EDITOR:

The article by the young people deals with change in society, their questions. Bute the article by the older people, shows that nothing completely entered the parents of the young writers and dealt with superficial criticism, ridicule and self-assertiveness.

RITA VICK
Medford, Wis.

HARD OF HEARING

FALSE TEETH

ECONOMICALLY PRICED AND DESIGNER-MADE

The False Teeth that cost so little to give you the teeth you have always wanted...so little you can't afford to be without them any longer. Entirely adjustable. Satisfactory in use. Only a small investment makes a big difference. A1 denture service

KENTFIELD DENTAL
1810 Parchem Bldg.
KENTFIELD, CALIF.

VIOLIN STRINGS

HIGH TENSION, SPECIAL TACK

VIOLIN STRINGS


VIOBON STRINGS
444 44th St., N.W.
Washington, D.C.
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Let these great Country Stars perform in your home...

**S.S. Johnny Carson**
**CHARLIE RICE'S PUNCHBOWL**

"You just don't know what you'll get when you open your mail," Johnny Carson told the other day when we went to break bread with him in his cozy downstairs apartment overlooking the United Nations Building.

"For instance, just today I got this letter—" he handed me a thick envelope in an apologetic setting. "It's from a little old lady who says she's working on a new story for right now, and now the police have a warrant against her. She really wants the money, and I don't know whether it's for her country or if it's for me. Anyway, she feels that I ought to do the warrant for her. But if you've got five hundred dollars, I want you to make some money."

"You also make other, more calculating friends when you're out at night. I can't tell you how many thousands of strangers that people suggest. They always want money so as to make a sale—generally $500 or $1,000 a month. But the biggest thing is that some of them sort of make sense. For instance, there was a professional diver who sent me a note thanking me for making him think. I forget how much he wanted, perhaps $500. And he suggested that if I made books, he'd be interested in the S.S. Johnny Carson." After all, it was a good bargain offer.

Not every country has a transatlantic line named after him. Have you ever crossed the ocean on the S.S. Jack Benny or the S.S. Pigeon Delivery?"

---

**10 DAYS FREE!**

**SPECIAL 6-RECORD SET $14.95**

**NOT AVAILABLE IN STORES ANYWHERE**

SEND NO MONEY—JUST MAIL COUPON

**ONLY**

For your six free records, complete the coupon below and mail it to:

**COLUMBIA MUSICAL TREASURIES, Terre Haute, Indiana 47808**

---

**STOMACH UPSET'S HAD IT, by giggy!**

**"I'll Hire Every Gibb's Girl I Can."**

**Katharine Gibbs School**

**GETTING UP NIGHTS NOT BAD**

**Hiring Young Women and Men ONLY**

**603 West 44th Street, New York, N.Y. 10036**

---

**QUEEN OF THE AISLE!**

Julie Nixon and Harmon Goldwater. She's Priscilla of Boston—No. 1 in the State knows how to win a man's heart, and a husband and a hundred wonderful wardrobes. Let her show you how to make your wedding a success.

---

**Last Laugh**

By TIPIT

---

**Distinctive and Superior Quality**

---

**Let's Get Ready to Rumble!**

---

**This Week**

---
WHICH OF THESE BOOKS HAVE YOU PROMISED YOURSELF TO READ?

CHOOSE ANY 3 FOR ONLY $1

IN A SHORT EXPERIMENTAL MEMBERSHIP IN THE Book-of-the-Month Club
You simply agree to buy three additional Club Selections or Alternates within a year at the special members' prices

BOOK DIVIDENDS: A library-building plan every reading family should know about

THE EXPERIMENTAL MEMBERSHIP will save you our only prize. If you ever
asked your Club Selections or Alternates are they, the
Book-of-the-Month Club can keep your home amusing, through it's twenty-month
period (months are February to January, January to February), books you fully intend to read; it will also
temporise your irreducible advantage enjoyed by members; Book-Discounts. Through it's
unique pre-accessing system Book-of-the-
Month members can regularly receive valuable library volumes at a fraction of their usual prices—simply by buying books they
would buy even if they were not members.

If you continue after the experimental mem-
bership, you will save for every Book-of-the-
Month Club Selection or Alternate you buy, a

$5.00 discount (usually $5.00 or $1.50)

sufficient enough to virtually replace the
usual or even will enable you in a Book-Dis-
count plan to purchase those listed for
only a fraction of their usual prices. This is prob-
ably the most convenient means ever devised
for building a well-rounded personal Library
in American. $140,000,000 worth of books (real value) has been saved and
acquired by Book-of-the-Month Club mem-
bers through this unique plan.

Enjoy your home this summer. Live and
sleep in utter comfort with air condi-
toning. Your entire house will not only
be more comfortable, but quieter and
cleaner as well. Join the growing num-
ber of Oklahomans who are finding

"Climate Control" a necessity for them-
selves and their families. So "Why
Sizzle" this summer?

The Oklahoma Journal
SATURDAY, MAY 24, 1980
How To Buy An Air Conditioner

The dirtier the better... and this applies just as much to room units as it does to the more complex central systems. If you wait for the first heat wave, you will not have time to shop around and find the best deal.

Your retailer will do his best under the circumstances, but you must know how to make honest comparisons and talk up with him the best air conditioning for your home. If you rush, your retailer will be able to give the attention and service your air conditioning deserves. Central air conditioning must be serviced and the installation made usually a definite choice.

If you have a room without central heat or central air conditioning, you have to think in terms of a unit that will suit your needs. With the present-day requirements, there is time to think and not rush while you're buying the unit that best serves the people of your home and the doctor's store.

It is every time a time to "Get yourself a dealer handle of a deal. It's when buying air conditioning... the right one and at the right price. If you buy one of the outsize white boxes, you'll pay for it in comfort, satisfaction, and trouble. You're making the small investment in time and effort to get it. One-year air conditioning can be an undesirable and uncomfortable. The big box will not only add to the cost of the house, but will also be hard to control. remodel.

When you buy a new central air conditioning system, size the BTU's of the room air conditioners. The number of BTU's of the room air conditioners must be from here you can get some idea of the size of the room, the size of the area, the room size, and how many people you have.

Central air conditioning is another story. Your dealer will want to visit your house and check the size of the windows and doors and how the sun shines on the outside walls, and he will also have a salesperson to do the room air conditioning.

1. Air conditioning cost: The air conditioning equipment needed for a complete air conditioning system will cost from $100 to $1,000, depending on the capacity and location of the supply and exhaust ducts.

2. Air conditioning costs: The cost of a complete air conditioning system will run from $100 to $1,000, depending on the location of the supply and exhaust ducts.
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Electricty Fights Heat Of Sun

How To Buy

Continued From Page 4

1. You can get a nom- inal discount by going to a dis- tributor who specializes in electrical equipment.
2. You can also save by buying an elec- trically designed for your home.
3. Some distributors offer rebates or grants to help cover the cost of the equipment.
4. You can shop around for the best prices and negotiate to get a better deal.

How To Buy

continued

1. Aluminum connectors are effective in reducing the amount of current that flows through a circuit. They may also be more durable than other types of connectors.
2. The use of aluminum connectors is not recommended for all applications. They may not be as effective in some situations as other types of connectors.
3. The use of aluminum connectors is not recommended for all applications. They may not be as effective in some situations as other types of connectors.

Efficiency Receives High Priority In New Gibson Units

In Gibson units the water supply is produced by the unit itself to improve the unit's efficiency. The te- mperature is regulated by the Gibson water pump which controls the water flow and ensures that the water is at the correct temperature for efficient heating. The heater controls Gibson units with an automatic thermostat which adjusts the water temperature when necessary. The Gibson units also feature automatic shutoffs to prevent overheating.
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Enjoy A Little Winter This Summer

(... and vice-versa next winter)

Enjoy the benefits of an electric comfort conditioning system the year 'round!

During hot summer months it's easy to enjoy the benefits of electric air conditioning. You know all the nice things about electric air conditioning — you can feel them! The same things are true of electric heat. Clean, quiet, efficient electric heating equipment operates efficiently when your home is properly insulated to eliminate drafts and reduce heat loss. And electric heating is just as practical in older homes as it is in new ones. Now, what you'd really like to know is — just how much will it cost to install and maintain? You can easily have the answers to these questions and any others you may have — without obligation — by calling one of the certified electric heating contractors in your area.

The names of the certified electric heating contractors are listed in the yellow pages or are available through your local outlet office.

The bright ideas are always electric.

OG&E
ELECTRIC SERVICE
COOL THE SUN DOWN

THERE'S A GIBSON ON YOUR HORIZON!

Get the air conditioner that has the kind of capacity to beat the heat of summer day after day — GIBSON! One unit can cool your whole house 30% more effectively. Exclusive "Air Sweep" power driven moving air vanes automatically distribute cool, clean air to every corner — every room of your house. Also exclusive on your new Gibson is the Hydro Coil which pre-cools refrigerant adding 10% more cooling efficiency!

WITH GIBSON YOU'RE IN CONTROL FROM DAWN TO DAWN!

Patented Adjustable Air Sweep
Motorized vanes move waves of cool air to every corner of the house

Patented 100% Exhaust
Rids house of stale air and cooking odors in minutes.

Patented 100% Fresh Air
Lets in fresh, filtered air for real comfort.

Temperature Sentry
Highly sophisticated device controls cooling within 1½ degrees.

SUNUP TO SUNDOWN ECONOMY!

Breathe easy... all this added efficiency costs no more. Economy features such as Gibson's exclusive 100% Fresh Air Control lets you flood your house with cool, refreshing evening air with the compressor off.

BEAUTIFUL STYLING - CHANGEABLE AS NIGHT AND DAY!

All Series K models are available in a choice of six designer fronts — French Provincial, Walnut, Nubby Linen, Modern Teak, Early American Cherry, and Brilliant Chinese Red. Fronts snap in place in a minute. Just pick your pleasure and watch it blend into your decor.

BEFORE THE SUN SETS, SEE ONE OF THESE DEALERS FOR YOUR NEW GIBSON!

OKLAHOMA CITY
Alco Furniture Co. 4606 South Penn
690 N. Western
2600 W. Western
932 E. Western
4100 S. Western
7517 N. Western
4400 E. Western
7423 N. Western
5200 S. Western
600 N. Western

Dyen's Home Furnishings
G.E. Store
Gibson Furniture
H.B. Store
Monte's Furniture
4510 S. Western

CK Furniture & Rug
101 S. 23rd
460 N. 22nd

Midwest Furniture
7354
511 S. 16th

Dorset's Specialty
Toco's Hardware

Distributed by G & E EQUIPMENT CO., 300 N.E., 34th, OKLA. CITY, OKLA.
1513 REASONS WHY YOU’RE COOLER AND HAPPIER WITH
Whirlpool AIR CONDITIONING
FROM DICK CHRISTMAN

Modern air conditioning had its beginning in an
adventitious place. In 1902, a young engineer, Willits Cot-
cin, devised equipment that took the heat out of summer
weather and controlled the air’s temperature and moisture.
Cold, crisp, clean and dry air now could be brought into your
home or office to set a climate designed to meet your comfort
requirements. This innovation in building design and equip-
ment created a new enthusiasm for living and working in
buildings that heat, wind and weather could not control.

The Whirlpool air conditioning system was the first to
provide a complete indoor climate control system — ac-
viation, dehumidification and recirculation of clean air — all
in one compact, convenient unit.
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Experts See Early, Hot Summer

Long-range weather forecasting services used by industry to help in the planning and production of products such as air conditioners, are predicting an early, hot summer. As a result, the air conditioning industry is preparing for record-breaking sales of air conditioning units.

"Our dealers," said James M. Blank, air-conditioning sales manager for Performance Appliances, Inc., "are looking ahead to a good air conditioning season. The forecasts are showing that we will have a hot summer and by the time summer is over, we should have sold a record number of units this summer." 

Longtime observers of the air conditioning industry have noted that the summer of 1969 is shaping up to be a record summer in terms of sales. Manufacturers are already receiving orders for units that are expected to be delivered in the early part of the summer.

The high temperatures of the summer are expected to have a significant impact on the sales of air conditioners. As the temperatures rise, people will be more likely to purchase air conditioners to cool their homes.

Manufacturers are also expecting a higher demand for air conditioners in the southern part of the country, where the summer temperatures are generally higher. They are also anticipating a higher demand in the midwestern part of the country, where the summer temperatures are expected to be higher than usual.

The high temperatures are also expected to have a positive impact on the sales of air conditioners. As people become more aware of the benefits of air conditioning, they will be more likely to purchase air conditioners to improve the comfort of their homes.
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Play It Cool, Take Tip From U. S. Steel

You're just air conditioning easily剥离的 today when you
pick up a new Electric Comfort Equipment for you.

The key word in the staging is "New." Last summer a
refrigeration unit was the latest in the industry, but
now it's out of the blue sky of air conditioning.

The one you're picking up today is the latest in
the industry. It's manufactured, good stuff.

B. F. Goodrich Co.

New Homes Cooled Off With Gas

Gas is not a newcomer to the air conditioning field. The
Newark Company began marketing central air
installing gas heating and cooling systems
in the early 1930s. These installations were
the warming of apartment
buildings and other

Electric Furnace

The electric furnace is an
advantage because,

Panel heating.

Radiator Heat

Electrical layout for the
installation. A sectional

Checklist Comes In Handy

No matter the size or
shape of your home,

First, you need to know the
square footage of the home

Second, you need to know the
number of rooms in the

Third, you need to know the
type of space that will
be conditioned.

The comfort and health benefits
of air conditioning are well

Gas in a new home will be
an asset to the homeowner.

New Homes Cooled Off With Gas

Mercury Down; Egg Output Up

It's an established fact that

B. F. Goodrich Co.
SAVE UP TO $50 ON 1968 MODEL

Friedrich
AIR CONDITIONERS

GOOD SELECTION OF 1968 MODEL CLOSEOUTS NOW ... BUT THEY WON'T LAST LONG AT THESE GREATLY REDUCED PRICES!

FEDDERS
Big Tag Special

- 2-Speed Cooling • Adjustable Thermostat
23,500 BTU's of Fedders super-area cooling just...

$334.95

LOW COST, BIG SPACE

COOLING

BIG 19,000 BTU

- ADJUSTABLE THERMOSTAT
- 2-SPEED COOLING • CARRIER QUALITY

249.95

SUPERLINE 14,000 BTU
AIR CONDITIONER

- BIG SAVINGS ON THESE PRIOR YEAR MODELS
- 3-SPEED COOLING • 10-POSITION ADJUSTABLE THERMOSTAT
- AIR EXCHANGE • HURRY, SAVI WHILE THEY LAST

NEVER KNOWINGLY UNDER SOLD

PHIPPS APPLIANCE CENTERS

EVANS SPRING VALUE SAVINGS!

Here's a fling for Spring! Right now, during our "Advance Sale"... you can help yourself to a chair, a sofa, a roomful of sparkling new furnishings at just a fraction of the regular cost! Here you'll find savings on the fine pieces you've dreamed of owning... quality names you know and trust... up-to-the-minute styles, colors, fabrics! It's buyer's choice... so don't wait! Take advantage of Spring Advance Savings now!
COMPARISON DEFYING VALUES IN KROEHLER SIGNATURE CHAIRS

3-PC. MR. & MRS. GROUPING ... HIGHEST KROEHLER QUALITY, BUDGET PRICED!

High and Her comfort, priced to save you many dollars! 3-pc. set includes hi-back Mr. Chair, Mrs. Chair, matching ottoman. All have luxurious Polyurethane filled cushions that are tipped and reversable for twice the wear! Expensive detailing usually found on far more costly furniture. Beautifully tailored in a velvet material that’s Scotchgard treated to repel soil and stains. Hurry in and add new glamour to your home today—it’s so easy using our very convenient terms.

ADVANCE SALES PRICE

MR. & MRS. CHAIR & OTTOMAN

$189

After Sale $219

Scotchgard

HOME MAKERS' CHOICE! STUNNING KROEHLER CUSTOM SOFAS VALUE PRICED NOW AT EVANS HOME FURNISHINGS

Stylish Early American with Flared arms is superably comfort-ful and is upholstered in a quality 60" wide woven in an authentic Colonial print. Dark brown finish creates to meld spots and suit. Furniture price includes pillows and cushions.

Spring Value Price! $199 After Sale $229

This gracefully wall-hung triple pillow style in a print that's bordered in a dramatic paisley print. Reversible pillows are done in a decorator-style color.

Spring Value Price! $279 After Sale $329

Enjoy Your Favorite Sofa Today—Pay Later
MASTERFUL STYLING WITH OLD WORLD GLAMOUR ENJOY A BEDROOM FULL OF QUALITY WITH THIS 4 pc. KROEHLER VALUE!

SPANISH STYLE CLASSICS! CASA ROYALE BY KROEHLER. THIS EXOTIC GROUP READY TO MOVE INTO YOUR HOME AT A SPECIAL SPRING VALUE PRICE

With special group savings, why not enjoy the luxury of a beautifully furnished bedroom right now! There are pieces you'll be proud and happy to live with, year after year! Hand-stained black oak trim and a walnut or light oak finish, the burlington finish of glowing mahogany and a mahogany style finish accents, walnut, oak and the softest white linen, these are just some of the details that make Casa Royale a truly unique piece. Look closely at each piece... The headboard and footboard, hand-cut and assembled... The oversize carved wood columns... The carefully crafted 25" single-drawer desk and 15" door chest, each with sturdy dewrshelved drawer, poster-pained in stylish colors. Each piece comes on the frame... The unique design of each piece makes up the luxury of every day of your life, in the perfectly furnished bedroom you've been dreaming of... all yours at one realistic, budget-conscious price!
BEAUTY AND THE BUDGET
GET TOGETHER FOR LIVELY LIVING WITH 50 SAVINGS!

SOFAS & CHAIRS
PRICED TO FIT YOUR BUDGET!

'339
Reg. Price '439

No wonder this style is such a favorite! The classic single
seat lines seem to fit as well into any room, with its 31" cushions
covered in exquisite-looking vinyl, and its 37" seat in
ordinately chic, smartly covered in neutral fabric. There's enough
scene-setting to one of each of this monthly special offering group.
Choice and color are guaranteed to please with any room selections
from for comfort!

LIVE LIVELY WITH GRACIOUS CONTEMPORARY SPRING
VALUE-PRICED FOR SMASH 50 SAVINGS!

SOFA & CHAIRS
PRICED TO FIT YOUR BUDGET!

*399
Reg. Price '439

When you see the generous back-splinted beauty of this par-
>_Scene Setting_>

LIVING ROOM DECO

NOW! ENJOY LIVELY LIVING ON A BUDGET!
KROEHLER LIVING ROOMS START AT
JUST '339 AT EVANS HOME FURNISHINGS

GORGEOUS CUSTOM QUILT VELVET PIECES FOR LIVELY
LIVING WITH A LUXURY LOOK

*f599
Reg. Price '619

These are truly fine furnishings to be cherished for many years
of lively living — in subtle to bright living pleasures and dis-
_Scene Setting_>

HOSPITALITY GROUP TO
GREET SPRING WITH LIVELY
LIVING AT 50 GROUP SAVINGS!

'S499
Reg. Price '549

Wouldn't you love having this pair to help you entertain?
What a conversation piece — always ready with the extra
seating space to create in inviting air of hospitality — and
what comfort to the family! The classic Ashton chair in
ordinately chic, smartly covered in neutral fabric. The
pattern matches the chair and is an exquisite edition to any
living area, and is in the season's trendiest group, their coordinated chair is in gold.
GO WESTERN! KROEHLER "BOOTS & SADDLE" IS OPEN STOCK!

$79.95

OPEN STOCK SELECTION FROM

Kroehler's easy-living "Boots and Saddle" bedroom group is designed to make the bedroom a cozy hideaway at the end of the day. The plush Antelope Oak finish shines with all the warmth of a Spring sale parade. The bed, also with matching headboard and bed group, is superbly crafted of selected hardwoods and beautifully finished. The headboard and footboard are accented in swirled plastic "Clair Mar" bolt. The rugged look is carried out with saddle-stitch hardware and strap overlays.

There's more wide open space with everything nested in its special place ... and with open stock, you can group your favorite parts to suit your own spread. Take advantage of Spring savings right now, with "Boots 'N Saddle" by Kroehler.

SUPERB CRAFTSMANSHIP IN EVERY DETAIL...
GROUP PRICED FOR $45
SAVINGS NOW!

The Bed, Full/Double $9
and Arm Chair $444

The Bed is offered with a full or double bed, as shown below.

Vanilla Tone Finish

Kroehler's hospitality suite is ready for every hostess who delights in the nostalgic charm of Early American. The beds offer 8" of comfort, with 4" of deep pillow back and box-spring, and extra-long baseboards and matching headboards and footboards are an option for extra-long beds.

The Bed is available in Queen and King sizes, as well as King Size in "Masculine" and "Traditional" beds. The trimly finished headboard and footboard are accented with strip overlays and strap overlays, and the panels are accentuated in swirled plastic "Clair Mar" bolts. The sanded bed group, featuring a sturdy, authentic styling, is highlighted with various wood tones, which are reflected in the storage cabinet and side tables ... just one of an exciting selection of Colonial pieces priced right now for Spring savings amounts!
DINE WITH DAYSTROM AT SAVINGS!

Enjoy up-to-the-minute styling with this stylish round set! Lovely "Hor-O-Mint" table with wood-grained corfice plastic top. The 6 matching chairs are a stunning complement to this ensemble. Matching "Hor-O-Mint" legs and seat decorate your dining area.

Spring Value Price
Tables and 6 Chairs $119
After Sale Date 9/19
Pay Later!

Here's Mediterranean at its best! Fashionable tables topped with rib pewter finished plastic. In choice of rectangular or oval styles. 6 tall chairs with ribbed pewter finished seat and fashionable fabric, make your dining area a creation of style.

Spring Value Price
Tables and 6 Chairs $139
After Sale Date 9/19
Guaranteed Terms!

BUY A LOVELY SOFA AND GET AN EXTRA BEDROOM WITH A KROEHLER SLEEP-OR-LOUNGE SALE PRICED FOR THIS EVENT!

Have an extra bedroom at just one flick of the wrist with this lovely Sleep-Or-Lounge designed by Hor-O-Mint performance. Black fabric covered frame...soft, supple seat...all made for comfort. Rest your head...sleep...sit up comfortably on the sofa turned back chair. Or, use it to turn a bedroom into a cozy den! Need the occasional sleep space? Kroehler's made it all so easy with deep-ply foam, hor-O-Mint fabric, and all the personal touches that need a practical double-duty. If you've been wishing for a second bedroom, this Sleep-Or-Lounge today...and enjoy full spring value savings!

Cover Your Floor With Luxury! Deluxe "Dupont 501" Nylon Pile Carpeting That Exceeds The Toughest Specifications!

One look will convince you...this is luxury! Deep scroll pattern of Dupont Nylon that cushions any rug fiber known. Add the new soft, new look to your floor in a double jar bed to make it extra tough and it's no wonder that this carpet exceeds "Dupont 501" and FHA specifications!

BUY IT WALL-TO-WALL INSTALLER-FREE THICK PADDING $9.95 NO EXTRA! WE INCLUDE:
- SQUEEZE-CUT - PADGING - INSTALLATION
- 100% Very Consistent Termal

BUY IT AS A ROOM SIZE RUG TOO! $69.95

Simmerson buys pick any pair and save $10.95 framed in large sizes! You'll have extra! It's a limited time offer from world famous Simmons that you can't afford to miss! Luxury quilted mattress and matching box spring provide the normal firmness that most people prefer. Loaded with plus features: Exclusive airglo East" mattress construction: "Semi-fi" protection that keep your mattress fresh--protected against bacteria, odor and mildew--a lovely firm cover you won't want to hide. It's a great buy--act now--buy a set and save!

Golden Set $99.95 A SET.
Take all Full Size Inexpensively $9.95 Each

Colonnade, with maple finished trim. Fabric: Single-paneled. Frame or separate mattress.
"$19" After Sale 9/19

Real Faux Finish Like the Ht print only: "Chairs" in standard 1 color easy care cover.
"$279" After Sale 9/19

Pick a Size and Material ON SETS! 119" After Sale 9/19

COLONNADE, WITH MAPLE FINISHED TRIM. SINGLE-PLANELED. FRAME OR SEPARATE MATTRESS.
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